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The Making of a Smile: A Tribute to Dr. Dask By William Archer
…continued from front page

Would you believe it if it was said that there are heroes among us, reaching insurmountable feats? Now, they work hard
and their superpowers while honed through training and education, are indeed supported by talents they are born with. To put
this simply, these heroes I speak of thrive on the compassion, and while not as fashion-forward as some of those marvelous
superheroes we might recall from comic books in our childhoods, they have a signature look in pure white lab coats. While I
could spend paragraphs detailing the selflessness of life saving, coffee binging, sleep deprived, guardian angels on earth, there
is a particular field in doctoring that I find is overlooked: Orthodontics.

I’m not simply talking about the dreaded year of metal brackets and colourful elastics typical 15-16 year olds
experience. Those of us at AboutFace, or “veterans” of Sick Kids, who have a long lasting legacy with Ortho, are offered a
unique perspective into the lives of practicing orthodontists.

My own experience has been an eventful one, and I among
countless others have one particular man to thank: Dr. Daskalogiannakis.

Children, teens, and young adults with cleft lip and other facial
differences that require very involved dental work, can certainly vouch for the
proclivity of skill that their Orthodontist exercises for months, years even, on
multiple individual cases. Not so long ago, Dr. Dask - as he’s known to his
patients (fans) - decided we should take a walk down memory lane and for a
time we joked back and forth about the awe inspiring day our doctor-patient
journey began.  “On a rainy November day”, he remarked to me with his
commanding accent and a hint of humour always hiding behind his
expression even when serious. I carried on the conversation, suggested
doves flew by the window and a giraffe learned to walk as though that day
was so significant that it could be compared to something so majestic.

Years later, I am sitting here again on a rainy November day contemplating my experiences in Sick Kids Hospital’s
Orthodontic clinic. The thing is, Dr. Dask has crafted this experience in a way I could have never imagined. I know with certainty
he has handled each and every patient with gentility and compassion. For some of us with clefts and other facial differences, the
orthodontic work can be harrowing and feels like a whole other lifetime added on to our natural born ones.   While I can agree
not all rocky roads are ice cream, at the end of the day we are setting our sights on a final outcome that superbly outweighs any
hardships endured along the way.

Dr. Dask’s relentless perseverance has made my endurance that much greater because no matter how difficult I found
it or how close I came to giving up on the whole process of having braces, I know that he’s always thinking two or ten steps
ahead. I would even go so far as to say while we’re all running to keep up with him, he’s calmly guiding us at a steady walking
pace. Being a young person with a cleft and having to endure so much dental work over a long period of time, it’s easy to see
each step as a mountain, every peak as another stop-gap to a valley, and the time it takes to achieve either feeling like it’s
slowing down. I can assure you the exact opposite is the case with Dr. Dask.

When I consider how Dr. Dask works with his patients, I feel the following quote describes his outlook perfectly.

“It is good to have an end to journey toward; but it is the journey that matters, in the end.” – Ernest Hemmingway

I can never fully express my thanks for the gift he gave me of literally giving me a smile I can be proud of. It really means
so much to me. Furthermore, what better way to describe the methodology of his work - Dr. Dask has never been about
endings, he knows those are easy. It’s everything in between that matters.
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It takes a special person to intelligently mold a smile for kids, teens, or young adults like myself. It takes hard work,
dedication, but also an insight into the patient. Dr. Dask is a doctor who cares for more than just doing things correctly and
thoroughly, he also does them lovingly. Here’s a fun fact: Dr. Dask keeps articles, grad pictures, and any little memento his
patients share with him, and tucks them along with their files. He humanizes everything and takes special care to ensure that
each individual is being looked after as a human being, and not just considered another patient.

Dr. Dask wears many hats: teacher, father, friend, mentor, doctor, and proud Greek, but I think the title that suits him
best for his patients is hero.  A huge part of being a hero is knowing what battles to pick, literally fighting tooth and nail, and
finally knowing when it’s time to move on and blaze other trails.

I can honestly say I am better for knowing him, and the impact he has had on my life truly has and will continue to
change it for the better. I will be reminded of that whenever I look in the mirror and smile, and every morning, night or in between
meals while I brush my teeth.

On December 15th, Dr. Dask - a hero, friend, and if we’re honest, the closest to an actual Greek God some of us will
ever meet, will be leaving Sick Kids. The cozy little Ortho office nestled in the basement of Sick Kids hospital will feel a little less
like home without him there. The staff, patients, and parents who have had the privilege to learn, confide, develop, succeed,
laugh, and appreciate themselves a little better because of him, will wish him well.

Dr. Dask, it has been an imponderably wonderful experience having you fight in the corner of so many, giving them the best
chance at a permanent, ear to ear toothy grin, and most importantly being comfortable with who they are. What more can be
said beyond we wish you well, and of course….OPA!

Make a donation in honour of Dr. Dask

https://secure.e2rm.com/registrant/startup.aspx?eventid=24181

